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CIA offici1 tells of U.S.
sponsoredterror
by Melinda Lake
Staff Writer
During a speech Monday night in
Neville Hall, John Stockwell, the
highest-ranking CIA official to openly
criticize the agency, said the CIA is run-
ning 50 covert actions in the Third
World and is directly responsible for the
deaths of at least one million people.
Another label for this covert action is
"destabilization" — methodically work-
ing to tear apart the social and economic
fabric of a country, Stockwell said, in
a speech entitled "The Secret Wars of
the CIA.-
Assassinations of teachers, govern-
ment officials and civilians, the destruc-
tion of bridges, schools and other
buildings are some of the ways this is
done, he said, along with "raw ter-
ror." One act of raw terror done in
Nicaragtta is "hauling a family out in
the dark of night and forcing the
children to watch as they castrate the
lather, peel the skin off his face, put a-
 -grenade in his mouttr anctpurthe pm,
gang rape the mother and slash off her
breasts," he said, adding that
"sometimes the situation is reversed and
the parents are forced to watch. "
Hundreds of thousands of photos of
these things have been taken by
Americans "while the bodies are still
warm," Stockwell said to a crowd of
nearly three hundred people.
Americans are being manipulated by
the government into believing that the
Sandinista government is a threat to the
United States by claims that they are ter-
rorists, that they smuggle drugs into the
US to finance their war, and their elec-
tions are not democratic, Stockwell said.
Yet "the CIA spent $2.2 million
dollars in El Salvador making sure the _
candidate of their choice would win, and -
the Sandinistas don't have a policy of
chonping up parents like the Con-
tras",-- he said.
It is also highly unlikely that they
could smuggle drugs into the US to
finance their war, because of the tight
security provided by the US over the
country, Stockwell said.
"In Nicaragua alone 12,000 people
have died in covert actions and another
8,000 have died in Indonesia," with
the total amount of people killed directly
and indirectly by covert actions being
—ane to three million at least," com-
pared to the 79 Americans who were
killed last year in covert actions.
The majority of the people killed are
from the poorest nations that are "too
small to defend themselves," and even
the majority of those killed in Nicaragua-.
Isee CIA page 21
•
Guest lecturer John Stockwell tells of CIA abuses during
speech in NeNille Hall Monday night. (Larrabee photo.)
Student government candidates debateby Kelley Bouchard
Staff Writer
Candidates for president and vice
president of UMO student government
addressed several controversial issues in
a debate, Monday, sponsored by the Stu-
dent Issue Action Coalition.
All candidates running for election on
the February 13-14 ballot were present
for the formal debate,\including the
tickets of Mitchell/Boothby, Baldac-
ci/Ashton, Logan/Kwiatkowsky and
Trippe/Higgins.
Held in the Sutton Lounge of the
Memorial Union, one of the issues in the
debate was how the "ordinary student"
could open communication with student
government or administration.
Christopher Boothby
opened the debate by urging students to
take advantage of access to the ad-
ministration already provided for.
Boothby stressed the need for a "no-
door policy" at the student government
office. "The open-door policies of the
past imply that the door can be shut,"
Boot hby said.
In rebuttal, Joe Baldacci said there is
a need for communication between
students, student government and ad-
ministration. Baldacci said he planned
on "opening up the door" to student
government as never before.
Brock Kwiatkowsky responded to the
issue of student relations by stating that,
if elected, he and his running mate,
Wade Logan, would maintain student
government office hours from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. on Monday, Tuesday and
Thursday.
In rebuttal, Robert Trippe said it is
unrealistic to promise posted office
hours now without knowing what classes
will be scheduled next semester.
The candidates were also asked about
their views of "the role of student
government in preventing or raising
awareness of violence on campus."
Paula Ashton said there is a need to
educate people on the UMO campus
about violence to women and harass-
ment of gay and lesbian students.
Ashton said a campus night escort ser-
vice would be an effective way of
decreasing violence against women. She
said it was a precaution that had "work-
ed well on other campuses."
In rebuttal, David Mitchell said he has
already been involved in an effort to pro-
vide UMO women with a rape crisis list
of phone numbers to call in case of
emergency or fear of harassment.
According to Garry Higgins, more
adequate lighting of UMO parking areas
and walkways is necessary to prevent
issues
violence on campus. Higgins also stated
the need for a nightly escort service and
praised the use of the Late Night Local.
Concerning alleged victims of rape,
Higgins said, "I'd like to see student
goverrrtnent go to bat for that student to
prosecute the pervert."
Kwiatkowsky said the campus lighting
issue is already part of a major student
government effort to increase safety on
campus, but that results would not be
seen until better weather allowed the new
lights to be installed.
Stop-gaps such as an escort service
would only touch upon a minor part of
the campus violence pl'ObTelt,
Kwiatkowsky said.
"Students are not only getting attack-
ed outside," he said. "They are also
being attacked at parties and in their
dorm rooms."
Two UMO foresters will remain in Haiti
U.S. now to send more money
by Rebecca Smith
Staff Writer
Two UMO foresters working on a U.S.
government project in Haiti will remain
there after former President Jean-Claude
Duvalier fled the country Friday, the
dean of the College of Forest Resources
said Monday.
Gregory N. Brown said the United
States Agency for International Develop-
ment's project that the foresters are in-
volved in may be more stable then ever
since the U.S. government is considering
releasing funds to Haiti now that
Duvalier has left. Last week Brown said
the project could be endangered by
government talks of cutting aid to Haiti
in half.
According to the Associated Press, the
U.S. government is considering releasing$52 million in foreign aid that has been
approved for Haiti. The money has been
held up because of Duvalier's poor
human rights record.
The foresters are working with other
organizations on the $800,000 project to
help peasant farmers plant trees around
their fields and create woodlots to pre-
vent soil erosion and provide wood for
fuel.
Brown said he is able to make contact
with Marshall D. Ashley, professor or
forest resources and forest engineering,
in Haiti and the two fo -esters may re-
main in the country if • h^y want.
UMO student Lisa M:4 nwen is also
in Haiti, and two graduate students were
scheduled to join the project soon,
Brown said. He said he s not sure if the
students still plan to go after the recent
turmoil.
There have been between two and 10
UMO foresters in Haiti since the project
began in March 1985. The project is ten-
tatively scheduled to end Aug. 31, but
Brown said the date is not definite.
Concern for.the foresters stems from
recent rioting in Cap Haitien and Port-
au-Prince in the effort to oust Duvalier
from office.
According to AP reports, the rioting
started Nov. 27. The exact number of
deaths has not been determined, but
some doctors say the number of
casualties exeeeds 100.
Since Duvalier's departure Friday AP
reports said there have been riots and
revenge killings against the Tonton
Macoutes, Duvalier's military. At least
100 bodies stacked in the morgue at
Port-auPrince's General Hospital.
2 The Daily Maine Campus. Tuesday, February II, 1986.
• CIA Icontinued from page 1)
are not andinistas, but —peasants who
are unfortunate enough to live in Nor-
thern Nicaragua" where the US-backed
forces enter from Honduras.
The covert CIA actions are not
limited to outside the US, Stockwell
said.
"The MK Ultra program ran for 20
years. It consisted of "experiments on
US Citizens at Harvard Medical School
with disease and drugs," he said.
Another covert action was the launching
of a Whooping Cough epidemic in a
Long Island community "to see what it
would do" to the community.
During his career with the CIA, which
included heading up the covert action in
Angola, Stockwell had 146 employees,
"one-third of which were professional
propagandists, paid to get stories into
the press.''
President Reagan "has a defective
mind" Stockwell said, relating some in-
stances in which the president has not
shown knowledge of the defense system.
"He said you could call back a cruise
missile, which you can't. I wouldn't
want to call it back because it has no Ian-
ding gear, it just blows up."
Stockwell also said that while Reagan
was governor of California in 1970, he
was asked how he felt about youth pro-
testers. Reagan replied, "If there's go-
ing to be a bloodbath, let's get it over
with."
There are currently 30,000 nuclear
weapons in the US arsenals and the US
cruise and pershing missiles in Europe
can reach Moscow in seven minutes,
Stockwell said. "(The Russians) don't
have time to call and ask if it is a
mistake, so they have a machine which
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will fire on warning," he said, adding
that these machines "malfunction all the
time."
Stockwell said, "A serious computer
glitch could very well set in motion the
events which will eliminate life, "
because the US alone experienced 152
malfunctions last year which put the
defense system on war alert. One such
warning turned out to be a flock of
geese, he said.
Because of his knowledge of the
superpowers' defense systems, Stockwell
said he realised "Nobody in this room
is going to die of old age."
Stockwell's speech was sponsored by
the Guest Lecture Series.
Correction
A story appearing Friday in
The Daily Maine Campus on
the UMaine pension fund in-
correctly identified Ronald
Knight, who is an information
specialist at Public Information
and Central Services at UMO.
The Campus regrets the error.
Classifieds
Funny, creative home made videotapes
wanted. Send for information: Peoples
Video, PD. Boi TI9Q1fion Wasir111319
or call 617-839-5584.
SPR.ING BREAK! Spend two wild weeks
in Florida. We need two people to join us.
For more information, Call: Peter or Gene,
206 Somerset Hall 581-4824.
OVERSEAS JOBS. Summer, yr. round.
Europe, S.Amer., Australia; Asia:Ali-fields. -
$900-2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free info.
Write IX, PO Bx 52-ME-1 Corona Del
Mar, CA 92625.
510-8 l60 WeeklyfUp Mailing Circulars! No
quotas! Sincerely interested rush self-
&dressed stamped envelope: Success, PO Box
470 CFW, Woocktock, II. 60098.
CAMP COUNSELORS: M/E Outstanding
Slim & Trim 1)own Camps: lennis, Dance,
Slimnastics, WS1, Athletics, Nutri-
tion/Dietetics. 20 + . Separate girls' and boys'
camps. 7 weeks. Camp Camelot on college
campuses at Mass., Penn., No Carolina,
t_alif. Contact: Michelle Friedman, Direc-
tor, 94 71411.4est Wmdrnerr. N.Y.
11581, 1-800-421-4321.
Qtratfieds are VLSI for tie flew meaty words sad
is eel* for eaeli additional word per day. 
1986 Newman Center Lenten Schedule
Weekend Liturgies
Saturday 4:30 p.m.
Sunday 9:30 a.m., 11:15 a.m., 6:15 p.m.
Ash Wednesday
Newmgn Center
Memorial Union
7:00 a.m. & 6:15 p.m.
12:00 noon 
  Day LitUrgie_$
Monday 4:30 p.m.
Tuesday 7:15 a.m.
Wednesday 6:00 5".1ii.
Thursday 7:15 a.m.
Friday 7:15 a.m.
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Library regroups space, resources
by Ned Porter
Staff Writer
The renovations completed at the
Fogler Library are but a part of the
changes planned. Relocating the govern-
ment documents section and the com-
puter cluster, and installing compact
shelving, Director of Libraries Elaine
Albright said, are "a process of changes
that will work better once all the changes
have taken place."
One of the planned improvements is
moving the circulation desk to the mall
entrance. Albright said this would bet-
ter utilize the space in the lobby and "tie
the entrance to the mall."
The reserved reading section will be on
the ground floor in the northeast corner,
where the reference section is now.
Swit,ching the two will put the
reference and government documents
departments close together. Albright
said this will enable reference desk per-
sonnel to answer questions about
government documents.
Bound periodicals will be placed on
floors 1, 1B and 2 and copying machines
will be placed on each floor, Albright
said. She also said this would alleviate
the problem of three floors of
periodicals with copiers only on the first
floor.
The library's three main floors would
be closed stacks, she said. They would
contain special collections and un-
cataloged government documents.
To make room for the closed stacks
the books on 2B will be moved to the
"compact shelving" on the second floor
in the new wing.
The compact shelving consists of
movable bookshelves on tracks. She said
they were installed over Christmas break
at a cost of $100,000, which came from
$500,000 the chancellor had allocated to
finish the third floor.
Albright said the space saved by the
shelves will allow the books to be mov-
ed with no loss of study space.
The computer cluster was moved to
make room for more computers as the
Sanyo microcomputers are phased out,
Albright said.
George Markowsky, chairman of the
computer science department, said,
"The old Sanyos were pulled to bring in
Prosser replacement named
by Kelley Bouchard s4id his position.could become perma- suicide crisis intervention have improv-
Staff Writer nent through a professional appointment ed UMO officers attention to student
by Reynolds. needs. ,
UMO's Department—C:4' Police and According to Gray, UMO police willllliidGray sa , applicants will Safety Will be making a special effort to Otherwise, also continue involvement withhave to pass both a written test and anpromote positive student relations and alcoholism awareness on campus, butoral board exam conducted by in-houseto increase officer accessibility, accor- not with the same Atent promoted by
ding to Lt. John Gray. personnel.Prosser.
"I'm_always interested in student' in- Before becoming an officer at UMO "Wifre-going toallow (Robert)-Dana
put," said Gray, "and I want students in 1978, Gray served in the Orono and at the Cutler Health Center to take the
--to-beconat-farni-liar-with-tne  idividual of the Bayside police departments. Previous 
-leaders-hip-role -in-t-ho-substancc .abuse
ficers on the various complex beats." to that, he was a dispatcher for the
Maine State Police and a deputy sheriff
in Waldo County.Gray was recently promoted from
sergeant when he took over the respon-
sibilities as acting assistant director of
the department. William Prosser resign-
ed from the position Jan. 27.
According to Gray, there was no time
for a comfortable' transition when he
assumed the role of assistant to Direc-
tor Alan Reynolds.
"I was surprised," Gray said, "I got
a call from the Chief (Reynolds) and was
appointed right away. No advance
not ice. "
Since he has already assumed the
responsibilities of assistant director, Gray
Pkv 
"I chose John over other sergeants
within the department on the merits of
his past experience, " Reynolds said.
"It will probably become a permanent
position." - -
Gray, 37, lives with his wife and two
children in the Bangor area. Re-
organization has been the most deman-
ding task in assuming his new respon-
sibilities, he said.
"I'm proud of the way the department
handles difficult situations usually
without violence," Gray said. He said
courses in non-violent intervention and
6 GREEK WEEK
WINTER CARNIVAL
Thursday, Feb. 13
Greek sing at 6:00 in 101 Neville Hall
Greek night at the Oronoka from 9:00-1:00 featuring
"Somebody and the Unknowns':$2.00 w/Greek Letters,
$3.00 without. Buses will be running from 9:00-1:00
from the union.
Friday Feb. 14 0
a
UMO Hockey vs. BU at 7:30 at Alfond Arena 41Snow sculpturing Friday night in front of each fraternity." .A
There is a Presidential theme and judging will be done :1
Sat. at 11:00.
Saturday Feb. 15
Greek games on the mall beginning at 1:00 pm.
4 Greek Formal at the Bangor Civic Center featuring
"Soundtrac" from 9:00-1:00. Tickets are $5.00 per couple. gA
Buses will be running from Stillwater apts., the Union,
and Fraternity Row from 8:30-12:45.
Trophies will be awarded for Games, Sculptures and 41
the Greek Sing.
For more info, call Jay Barrows at SAE 581-4154
or Casandra Bruns 866-3927.
program," Gray said. "We'll work in
c o- o petal-MI "
IBMs. Eventually they will all be
Zeniths.
"People shouldn't be alarmed. Just
about anything done on the old Sanyos
can be done on Zenith," he said.
"A lot of what we've done won't work
quite as well unless we finish it, "
Albright said. The renovations will "pro-
bably be approved by the chancellor.
There is $30,000 of the $500,000 left.
These changes aren't that expensive. "
Director of Facilities Management
Thomas Cole said, "The account is cur-
rently being analyzed to see if it will sup-
port the move of the circulation desk.
"After everything is said and done the
money will be there to complete the pro-
ject," he said.
Lieutenant John Gray.iLar-
rabee photo)
BASIC CHRISTIAN TEACHINGS
,Wed. 3:30 p.m.
--a-Tatesher seminar-10r tent -at-the Wilson Center, College Ave
The Maine Christian Association
Tom Chittick, Chaplain
v-3000000000000000004,0000000000-
• GOOD AFTERNOON
BOYS AND GIRLS...
It's me, Eggbert the talking adver-0
• tisement here to remind you that once
O again it's time to place your
g VALENTINES DAY
O PERSONALS!0
Send one to whomever you choose;
O •be it your mother, girlfriend, boyfriend,
O pet gerbil or any inanimate object. The
0
O cost is $1.50 for the first 20 words and
O any additional words are 10 cents
O each. The deadline is NOONTIME,
€3,
O Wednesday, February 12, 1986. Sub-0
O •mit personals and greenbacks to the
O Daily Maine Campus, located in the
0 basement of Lord Hall (suite 7A).
Q0C3C3C30C300000000000000EC3C3000C300ork
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World/U.S. News
Philippine Assembly holds
1st meeting about election
MANILA, Philippines (AP) — The
government-dominated National
Assembly held the first meeting Monday
on its official vote canvass, which by law
will determine who won the disputed
presidential election.
In the slow count of ballots cast last
Friday, the government election commis-
sion showed President Ferdinand E.
Marcos leading by 53 percent to 47. An
unofficial count by a citizens' poll-
watching group of more votes showed
challenger Corazon Aquino ahead by the
same margin.
The election was marred by violence,
which continued Monday. A gunman
fired at about 50 Aquino supporters in
an open truck from which Mrs. Aquino
had delivered a speech earlier, killing a
20-year-old man and wounding a
woman.
At the gathering in suburban Makati,
Mrs. Aquino had told 2,000 cheering
supporters she was "claiming the peo-
ple's due," and pledged: "We are go-
Ingto take power. The- people have won
this election."
widespread election fraud in attempting
to extend his 20 years of rule of this ar-
chipelago of 7,100 islands.
Both Aquino supporters and official
U.S. elction observers called the slow
count an attempt by Marcos to
manipulate the results. The observers left
for home Monday.
In Washington, a senior Reagan ad-
ministration official appealed to
Filipinos "not to have violence, not to
have demonsttations in the street just
because you didn't like the election (out-
come)."
"Get on the team and work with the
government to form a government,
whether it's Marcos or Aquino," said.,
the official, who spoke on condition of
anonymity.
National Assembly members, two-
thirds of whom are from the president's
New Society Movement, spent four
hours Monday debating rules for the
canvass and then adjourned until Tues-
day afternoon. The galleries were pack-
ed with Marcos suporters and AquTho
loyalists who chanted their candidates'
Mrs. Aquino accuses Marcos of
ASH WEDNESDAY SERVICE
12 noon or 7 p.m
Drummond Chapel,Union
,etpar fl,ct to follow the way of the cross
MCA and Canterbury
names. 1 housands more gathered
—outside.
The election commission's count was
suspended after 30 computer operators
walked out Sunday, charging fraud in the
tabulation that showed Marcos leading.
MITCHELL
OOTHBY
THE TEAM THAT WORKS
EXPERIENCED MANAGEMENT
DEMONSTRATED LEADERSHIP
COMMITTED TO STUDENTS
...wort %WO
U.S. increases
pressure on Libya
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
United States, stepping up its
pressure on Libya once again, has
ordered two aircraft carriers back
toward the Libyan coastline for
another series of air and sea
maneuvers, the Pentagon said
Monday.
The decision was disclosed
through the release of a "Notice of
Intent" to conduct flight opera-
tions within an area that is over-
seen by air-traffic controllers in the
Libyan capital of Tripoli.
The notice specifies that opera-
tions will be conducted by the Cor-
al Sea and Saratoga within the
Tripoli fligh information region
from 7 p.m. EST Tuesday to 7 p.m.
EST Friday.
--Tite-tast-s-uch exercise was con—
ducted from Jan. 24-31. Unlike
 that exei Lise,- the -1/tNit American
maneuvers will occur at the same
time that Libyan sea and air forces
are conducting an exercise of their
own in the area.
The two countries also will be
operating off Libya's coast at a
time when Libyan leader Moam-
mar Khadafy has ordered his air
force to intercept civilian Israeli
airliners flying over the
Mediterranean.
Conviction reversed
on Japanese-American
SEATTLE (AP) — A Japanese-
American who for 43 years sought
to reverse his -wartime misde-
meanor convictions for violating
evacuation and curfew rules on
Monday won a reversal of one of
them.
Gordon Hirabayashi, 67, a Seat-
tle native convicted in 1942 of fail-
ing to obey a curfew for Japanese-
Americans and failing to register
for evacuation to an internment
camp, won his appeal in the same
federal courthouse where he was
originally convicted.
U.S. District Judge Donald
Voorhees reversed the evacuation
conviction on the grounds that the
government withheld information
from the U.S. Supreme Court
about its successful effort to pro-
ve the mass internment of 120,000
Japanese-Americans was justified.
The Supreme Court had upheld
Hirabayashi's convictions in.1943.
Hirabayashi's curfew conviction
was left intact.
40-400Q- hens perish.
-in-Sturday-blaze-
TURNER, Maine (AP) — A
backfiring feed cart motor was the
apparent cause of a fire that
destroyed 40,000 laying hens at a
giant egg farm, officials say.
The fire Sunday levekd the
500-foot-long henhouse at the
DeCoster Egg Farm, said Doucas
"Duke" Goranites, general
manager of the farm. The chickens
were worth an estimated $80,000 to
$100,000.
Fifty firefighters were at the
scetif for two hours, said fire
dispatcher Laurel Gagne. No
serious injuries were reported.
The farm is believed to be one
- of the nation's largest brown egg-
producing complexes.
Beat the Below Zero
Blues in Bermuda
Win a FREE trip to Bermuda
for you and a friend
Tiekefs available in the Memorial Uniozi_Cafeterias
and from Beta Theta Pi and Delta Delta Delta
members
All proceeds will be donated to the
Ben United Way AAA
Sponsored by Beta Theta Pi and
Delta Delta Delta
Alt
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House OKs weakened bill to
stall local measured service
AUGUSTA (AP) — The Hbuse gave
another vote of support Monday to &bill
to delay local measured service, but it
tacked on an amendment that would vir-
tually assure the telephone-billing plan
will take effect on schedule Saturday.
The Senate put off action on the bill,
leaving at least 100 elderly people who
had come to lobby for the measure
grumbling in the State House halls.
The bill is designed to stall the effec-
tive date of local measured service until
after a November referendum on New
England Telephone Cos billing plan.
The amendment, approved by an
80-53 House vote, would remove a clause
to make the bill take effect immediate-
ly, Without the clause, the bill would
probably take effect in mid-July — 90
days after the session's close — if it
clears both houses and is signed by the
governor.
The Senate last week rejected the bill
by 17-15 vote. Further action was delayed
Monday because Sen. John Baldacci, D-
Bangor, co-chairman of the Utilities
Committee, was absent.
Any proposal to delay measured ser-
vice before its scheduled effective date
Saturday would have to pass by a two-
thirds majority in both houses.
However, some supporters of the delay
held onto hopes that passage of the bill,
even in its present form, will persuade
the state Public Utilities Commission to
order measured .service delayed until
after the referendum.
Police find bodies of five
brutally murdered blacks
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa
(AP) — Police said Monday they found
the bodies of five blacks who were
bound; stabbed and burned with what
has become known as the "necklace" —
gasoline-soaked tires placed around
them and set-afire.
The killings appeared to be part of the
struggle between rival anti-apartheid
groups that differ on how tofight white-
minority rule.
Four of the bodies were found
together, with more tires piled on them
to form a funeral pyre, and the fifth was
aihort distance away. Press reports said
the men may have been sentenced to
death by unofficial "people's courts"
operating in black townships.
Col. Gerrie van Rooyen, police
spokesman for the eastern region that in-
cludes Cape Province, said the victims
were stabbed, their hands and feet hound
with thin wire, then gasoline-soaked tires
were placed around their bodies and set
alight. The corpses were found on a
street in a section of New Brighton
township, outside the industrial center of
Port Elizabeth.
He said the men probably were killed
Sunday.
Their deaths brought the weekend toll
from black in-fighting to seven.
Besutu Ntsheta a leader of _a small
-group called Azanian National litnith
Unity, said attackers beat and hacked. 
_two of its *members to death Saturday -
and abducted several others.
organization believes only blacks should
fight for black rights.
Ntsheta said those who attacked his
people were members of the United
Democratic Front, a multiracial coali-
tion considered the largest group oppos-
ing apartheid, the racial policy that -
reserves privilege for South Africa's 5
million whites and denies rights to the
24 million blacks.
Ntsheta said he did not know whether
the victims found Monday were among
those kidnapped. Police said they had
not identified the men.
The Youth Unity group broke from
the Azanian People's Organization, a
black consciousness group that includes
Asians and people of mixed race, known
here as "coloreds, " in its definition of
blacks.
COMPUTER PROGRAM-
MING CONTEST 
WHEN: February 15th
WHERE: 116 Neville Hall
HOW TO REGISTER:
237 Neville Hall or with any A.C.M. member. En-
trance fee: $2.00 limited to first 40 students. Pro-
gramming in PASCAL.
PRIZES
1st $100.00
2nd $50.00
3rd $25.00
4th & 5th A.C.M. memberships sponsored by the
A.C.M. and the computer science department.
Largest mama trial,•  •
starting in Italy
PALERMO, Sicily (AP) — The
largest Mafia trial in Italian history
opened Monday, with defendants
in steel cages and police escorts for
the judges who will hear charges
against the 474 accused mobsters.
The government hopes the trial,
where charges include drug smug-
gling and multiple murder, will
mark the turning point in its long
fight against the mob.
Authorities said. 115 of the
defendants were at large, including
most of the top-ranking bosses in-
dicted after a three-year investiga-
tion by five of Italy's top in-
vestigating magistrates.
The courtroom was built tor the
trial at a Cost of $17 million. The
defendants are held in 30 steel-
barred cages guarded by armed
police officers. About 100 defen-
dants were present for the trial's
opening.
One minute of silence was
observed in schools, offices and
factories throughout Sicily when
the trial began at 10 a.m. Many
schools in Palermo devoted their
first classes to a discussion of the
Mafia, which has been a pervasive
influence in Sicily for centuries.
Prosecutors claim to have some
of the best-documented evidence
ever gathered against the mob,
which they say will mean less
reliance than in past trials on
testimony from mob members
turned informants.
Much of the evidence was
gathered with the aid of a recently
passed law giving authorities wider
powers. It accords them extensive
wiretapping privileges and access
to bank records as a means of
tracking down laundered profits
from the multibillion-dollar heroin
business centered on this large
island of southern Italy.
VOTE
James M. Balzano
for
University of Maine
Fraternity Board
President
Tuesday Feb.11
•••• Aluo• "me ••••
' Are you serious about Greek
Life?
DELTA TAU DELTA
OPEN
Spaghettk dinner
-Wednesday, Feb. 12th
5:00 p.m.
The BROTHERS of DELTA TAU
DELTA want to meet YOU!
Across from Stodder Hall
r--
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Editorial
Return to talks
The tragic explosion of the Space ShuttleChallenger raised speculation from thenation's TV media that President Reagan's
Strategic Defense Initiative — "Star Wars" —
would fall under greater public scrutiny and
possibly be delayed in the process. And rightly so,
as the nation's first manned space flight disaster
revealed that technological mishaps can never be
ruled out.
Since Reagan paved the way for SDI in March
of 1983, the United States has been funneling
money into the research of a space-based system
that if successful, would render nuclear weapons
"impotent and obsolete." As a result, the Soviet
Union has returned to the bargaining tables in
Geneva over the past year, reversing its original
stand that the United States would have to disman-
tle its Pershing 11 and cruise missiles in Western
Europe before Arms Talks could resume.
In the current round of talks, SDI has been a
stumbling block as the United States  is unwilling to
negotiate with its satellite weapons, which in their
own way, represent those first NASA manned
flights — an untested technology responsible for
ending a,MAD (Mutual Assured Destruction)
world. But, it's that untested technology in SDI
that makes it a future solution-to current problems.
It's hard to..refute—the dream of a  non-nuclear s
world, whether it's via-the use of SDI weapons or
. nuclear arms 
March 11, 1985, "Time" report and current AP
news articles, complications beseige the project.
The most noticeable problem is the projected
number of Soviet missiles that would be able to
penetrate a "perfect" SDI network, which could
take up to 20 years to develop. Approximately 10
percent of the warheads would find a way to pro-
jected targets. And while that would leave the
United States with ample retaliating force, there
would still be a massive loss of life.
But that's if the network works without any
complications. Numerous difficulties could besiege
the system. The most noteworthy being the Soviets'
own retaliatory measures. General Nikolai Chernov,
the chief directorate of the Soviet General Staff
that deals with arms control, said in the "Time"
report that the Soviets wouldn't devise a SDI of its
own but plan ways to undermine the U.S. network.
One means called for a build up of the current
missile stockpiles so that SDI wouldn't affectively
be able to shoot them all down. Other ideas in-
cluded more sophisticated dummy warheads and
the use of bombers, which could fly below the
satellites' _range.
Numerous other complications abound as SDI
attempts to find its way from the drawing table in-
to space. And that is the reason why "Star Wars"
is not an idea that has come of age. Instead of
worrying about all the technological dilemmas fac-
ing SDI, the focus should turn to the talks in
Geneva where a compromise could be the. start of
a nuclear moratorium.
Zarr.a, arirri.Thr•714401R-r •
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DOUG IRELAND 
Rape
Reminder
Rape. It's a subject we frequently hear
about these days — especially at UMO.
So let's take it from the top.
I can't help but wonder when I pick
up a newspaper why there are always so
many men convicted inAmerica's court
rooms of rape or sexual assault. It's
something I just don't understand. Why
are there so many rapists in this world?
I have been desensitized by "rape" news
in the media for some time now. It's a
part of all our lives to read or hear of
rape "victims" and "alleged attackers"
from media soureesT—Especially
newspapers.
I ought to know. Last summer, I
reported the daily arraignments in Ver-
mont District Court for the Burlington—
(Vt.) Free Press — my hometown daily.
Until recently, the UMO community
read of rape only in the Bangor Daily
News or our hometown papers — cer-
tainly: not_in the Daily Maine Campus_ _ 
Last week, this changed. For the first
is- known by many people.
you — but you just don't
That's right. This "allel
could be that cute guy you
ty or that quiet guy you s
a.m. class. He could evori
friend — or your roomm.
Whatever the case, one "
is nothing new at UMO,
else. There is no new reaso]
your dorm room or apart
gets dark. To be cautious is
can do. Hopefully, the t
printed in The Campus wi
people aware of the fact th
practically anywhere and
Although some peoples
most of the reported cases
rape" — committed by
friend or aquaintance of I
many women are raped b:
As a crime reporter, mos
I covered were of the latter
attackers the victim did no
til she was knocked down c
Street.
If there were many repo
"date rape" — which I'm st
— they didn't reach the
Unfortunately, I als(
-numerous sexual assault ca
children — or as the Statc
IC MS to
lacivious behavior with a
Whatever it's called, it
most people hate to read o
Neverthless, it seems that a
kind are the ones most w]
But you can't blame
reading or writing these "n
the cruel world we live in.
_ story on another "victim" and another
"alleged attacker."
Although there is no actual proof the
reported incident took place (no criminal
charges were because the "alleged
assailant" could not be captured and
identified), there is the possibility that
there is one more "alleged attacker" on
the loose.
And unfortunately, he is at UMO.
Although no one can actually point out
on the street who he is, chances are he
ERIC WICKLUND 
Frustrations
We all like to think that we have com-
plete control of our lives, that whatever
happens to us was directly caused by us
in one way or another. In short, we all
like to be active participants, rather than
spectators.
This, unfortunately, is not always the
case.
It's very frustrating, but it happens:
there are times when your life takes a
turn that you have no control over. It
forces you to stand helplessly on the
sidelines and watch the necessary pro-
gression of-events take place. You hope
all the while that the outcome will be
good, and you suffer endless agony in
not being able to do anything. In the
end, the rule of thumb is that nothing
js definite.
In my life, such a rum n has taken place.
I've had one very special-dream that I've
been following for well over a semester
now—I've experienced the inevitable ups
and downs, and I've always felt pretty
good about myself and my life.
Suddenly, something went wrong. I'm
not quite sure how, when or why, but it
did. I could feel my dream slipping away
from me — something I'd fashioned my
entire life around, simply getting away
from me. Like almost anyone else, I tried
so much harder to pull it back. I reach-
ed out with desperate hands, thinking I
could' quite simply make everything
better.
—But that didn't work.
Doug Ireland is a senio
major from South Burlin
Some of the best intentio
of going awry, and when:
hard to do something, yo
end up trying too hard. I
but I lost myself in the ant
a mistake somewhere, and
snowballed, gathering up n
and questions. I found my
in a maelstrom of confusio
despair.
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ly overwhelmed. Maybe ti
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til it's all over. If I could C
to bring that dream bal
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But I can't.
Like anyone else caught
circumstances, I have no
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wait for the opportunitie
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Response
is known by many people. Maybe even
you — but you just don't know it.
That's right. This "alleged attacker"
could be that cute guy you met at a par-
ty or that quiet guy you see in your 11
a.m. class. He could evati be your best
friend — or your roommate.
Whatever the case, one "alleged" rape
is nothing new at UMO, or anywhere
else. There is no new reason not to leave
your dorm room or apartment after it
gets dark. To be cautious is about all you
can do. Hopefully, the recent article
printed in The Campus will make more
people aware of the fact that rape exists
practically anywhere and everywhere.
Although some people will argue that
most of the reported cases involve "date
rape" — committed by an intimate
friend or aquaintance of the victim —
many women are raped by strangers.
As a crime reporter, most of the cases
I covered were of the latter and involved
attackers the victim did not "meet" un-
til she was knocked down on a dark city
Street.
If there were many reported cases of
"date rape" — which I'm sure there were
— they didn't reach the courts.
Unfortunately, I also witnessed
--numerous sexual assault cases involving
children — or as the State of Vermont
jidicial system refers -tcr as
_ . lacivious behavior with a child"
Whatever it's called, it's something
most people hate to read or hear about.
Neverthless, it seems that articles of this
kind are the ones most widely read.
But you can't blame people for
reading or writing these "reminders" of
the cruel world we live in.
- --
Doug Ireland is a senior journalism
major from South Burlington, Vt.
Some of the best intentions have a way'
of going awry, and when you try really
hard to do something, you sometimes
end up trying too hard. I reached out,
but 1 lost myself in the attempt. I made
a mistake somewhere, and that mistake
snov.balled, gathering up more mistakes
and questions. I found myself swept up
in a maelstrom of confusion, anger and
despair.
I am a spectator now, forced to stand
by and watch my dream either drift
forever out of reach or return to me. In
the meanwhile, I have to find some
reason to fight, to keep from losing
myself in this storm and being complete-
ly overwhelmed. Maybe there will be a
happy ending down the line, or maybe
things will just keep on snowballing un-
til it's all over. If I could do something
to bring that dream back, I would
without another moment's thought.
But I can't.
Like anyone else caught in this set of
circumstances, I have no control over
that which I've fought so hard to
preserve I can only hold my own and
wait for the opportunities to present
themselves. I guess it's called patience.--
a 1 wait dilligently and with enough
strength, maybe I'll be able to find that
dream again. I keep on hoping that I
will. When you find yourself losing
something or someone that means a let
to you, it's hard to just sit there and let
things go their own way. But sometimes
it's the only way. I'll wait patiently. I have
to.
Eric Wicklund is a senior creative
writing/journalism major -fromPitt-
sfieId Mass.
-
when writtlig
The Maine Campus welcomes letters to the editor
and commentaries. Letters should be 300 words or
less; commentaries should be about 450 words.
Anonymous letters or commentaries are
welcome, but names will be withheld from
publication only under special
circumstances. The Maine Campus
reserves the right to edit letters
and commentaries for length.
taste -and libel.
New voting system
To the editor: and who is eligible to vote. The
benefit from using this method
We are writing this letter to of voter identification is that
inform you of the process for students can vote at any of the
Student Government elections, poll locations during the
as well as IDB (Inter Dormitory specified times. The Fair Elec-
Board) elections and a referen- tions and Practices Commission
dum question of the Recreation has switched to the Validine
Fee, -whic-h wilt take place -on-system to -make voting easier
Thursday, February 13th. and generally more convenient
We have embarked on a new to all students. It is our hope
method for voting in these elec- that the increased accessibility
tions. As one way to encourage will encourage a larger voter
voter •artici ation, votngwij1  turnout. Something in excess of
take place in each dining corn- the paltry 12.6 percent of last
mons, the Memorial Union. as year. 
well as at the University Col.- If for some reason you do not
lege. Voting in the union will be have a student ID card then it
from 9 a.m. until 6:30 p.m. will be necessary for you to vote
Voting in the dirpig commons in the Student Government Of-
will be. from 11 a.m. -to 1 p.m. fice, with proof of identifica-
and from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. tion, either before or on election
Voting at University College day from 8:30 a.m. until 3:30
will be in their student union p.m. So please take the time out
from 11:30 a.m. unti11:30 p.m. to cast your ballot for the future
It is of the utmost impor- leadership of Student Govern-
tance that everyone be aware ment and IDB.
that in order to vote you will
need your student ID card. We Brad Payne
will be using the magnetic card Mark Pennisi
readers to verify who has voted FEPC Co-Chairs
Insulting statement
To the editor:
As a legislator, I feel I must
respond to a statement made by
University of Maine board of
trustees member, Francis
Brown, at the Jan. 27 meeting
of the board of trustees. The
statement was again repeated in
a local newspaper account in
which Brown criticized politi-
cians who have made "whipp-
ing boys" out of the BOT by us-
ing the controversy surrounding
the 5-year statements to further
their own political careers.
As a public official, I find
N Ir. Brown's statements in-
sulting and insensitive to the
responsibilities which we, as
public policy makers, are en-
trusted. As legislators, we are
expected to represent the views
of the people who elected us.
This duty is extremely impor-
tant expecially in situations
where our constituents are
directly threatened. My consti-
tuents were angry and upset
following the release of the
board's goals and strategies
report.
In one -timed, badly con-
-,
ceived and poorly thought out
report, the board of trustees
managed to jeopardize our suc-
cessful Education Department,
handicap our recruiting effo ,
lower the morale of our
dedicated faculty, staff and
students and undermine our
Division I sports programs. It
also threatened area businesses,
taxpayers and all of Maine's
citizens who are concerned with
the educational health and well-
being of the state.
If ever there is a time to speak
out on behalf of our consti-
tuents, it is now! I will continue
to effectively represent the peo-
ple who have put their trust in
me on this isstte, until we get the
type of university leadership
that we have every right to
expect!
Mr. Brown is a well-
intentioned, hard-working
trustee, however, he should
think before making statements
such as the one I have referred
to.
John C. Bott
State Representative
District 130
Inaccurate account
lo the editor:
The opening paragraphs of
the article on the student senate
meeting in Thursday's Daily
Maine Campus gives a very in-
accurate account of the actions
of the senate on the divestiture
resolution.
The senate in no way
"...defeated action Wednesday
to adopt a resolution against the
UMO Foundation..." The
Senate followed its usual pro-
cedures of sending the resolu-
tion to an appropriate commit-
tee. The committees then
discuss the resolution and either
amend, accept, or reject the
resolution, and present their
reco_mrtlendAtiot the sejigle_
floor. This procedure is done
for every resolution, thus it is,
not unusual. Stating in the
headline that the resolution was
sent to committee implies that
the senattTo—Ok a negative stand 
onthe resolution. There was lit-
tie discussion because the
resolution was not on the floor
to discuss, it was only introduc-
ed. There will be full debate on
the floor of the senate when the
resolution comes back from the
Student Affairs commmittee.
At that time the senate will take
a stand and vote on the
resolution.
There was a motion to
discharge the resolution from
committee. This is available for
resolutions that require im-
mediate action from the senate,
with no time for deliberations
within the committees. The mo-
tion appropriately failed, since
research on the issue should be
done, arguments prepared, and
input from students gathered by
the senators to debate the issue
informatively.
The committtees of the
senate are generally chaired by
non-senators, and any student
can serve on the committees,
d many do > There are approx-
imately II committees. Students
should contact the Student
Government office (581-1775)
for more information.
In conclusion. the ending of 
-the article presented an accurate
account for the Procedures. It is-
unfortur,i.ate that the headline
-and opening paragraphs present
a different picture of the
senate's actions.
Tripp Lewis
Parlimentarian
Implement sanctions
To the editor:
One of America's closest
allies in the mid-East is Israel,
a nation in which democracy is
not a right, but a privilege. In.
the name of Zionism the Israelis
have abridged the human rights
of one-sixth of its population
because they are not Jewish.
How can we as Americans,
while advocating freedom of
religion, continue to ignore the
plight of Christians and
Moslems in Israel? We are as a
nation caught up in the emo-
tional struggle of blacks in
South Africa; the situation in
Israel today is tantamount and
requires retribution.
Historically Zionism was a
movement, in 19th century
Europe, as much in revolt
against tyranny as against anti-
semitism. One of the primary
motives for the Jewish reloca-
tion into Palestine was to create
an enlightened Jewish majority
in a Hebrew-speaking social
democratic country. Zionism of
today, however, is increasingly
embracing radical anti-
democratic goals. One rabbi,
the Brooklyn-born Meir
Kahane, claims that Zionism
and democracy are incompati-
ble and that the Jewish state
must forcibly expel all Arabs
from Israel. This man's pro-
posals are radical and are far
from being the overall Israeli
positioa. However, policies are
in effect today in Israel that dis-
allow Arab farmers to bid on
most of the cultivable land in
the country. Arabs also have
great difficulty securing loans
and aid disbursed by the state,
and they are not allowed to
marry Jews.
In recent months the Israelis
have been caught spying on the
U.S. In the past year they were
caught trying to smuggle out of
the country high-tech timers us-
ed in nuclear weapons produc-
tions. Are these the actions of
a friendly nation? Quite frank-
ly Israel is the main- point of
contention between the U.S. and
the Arab world. Is Israeli
friendship all that important to
us, enough so that we can
overlook her abuses of civil
rights_ and transgressions
--igainsfUs? I say it is not. Fur-
thermore I advocate the same
sanctions against Israel that are
being called for, or have been
implimented, against South
Africa.
Charles H. Morrill
Orono
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Pope calls for peace as trip ends
BOMBAY, India (AP) — Pope John
Paul II ended an exhausting, 10-day
pilgrimage across India on Monday with
a call for peace and unity, as Hindu
militants tried to burn him in effigy.
The 65-year-old pontiff, speaking to
more than 100,000 Christians at a youth
rally at Shivaji Park, praised India's rich
spiritual and cultural heritage and call-
ed on Christians to try to heal the na-
tion's many sectarian and communal
divisions.
John Paul, leader of the world's 840
million Roman Catholics, said the
challenge facing Christians was to reject
"all discrimination based on race,
religion, sex, social condition or
language groups."
Before he began his final speech in In-
dia, about 30 Hindu fanatics shouted
"Poi* go home!" and "The pope is an
agent of the CIA!" They said he had no
business visiting secular, predominant-
ly Hindu India.
Police rounded up militants as they
tried to set fire to an effigy of the pope
and broke up the protest quickly,
without violence.
The protest was organized by right-
wing Hindus, who staged demonstra-
tions upon the pope's arrival in the In-
dian capital, New Delhi, on Feb. 1.
Shuttle booster linked to tragic crash
WASHINGTON (AP) — NASA in-
vestigators believe Challenger's right
booster rocket may have pivoted into the
huge space shuttle fuel tank, crushing it
and setting off the fireball that destroyed
the ship and killed its crew.
A space agency source, who declined
to be identified, said such a scenario —
first outlined Monday in the industry
magazine Aviation Week and Space
Technology — is one of several
possibilities under examination.
The source said other avenues of in-
vestigation include wind shears aloft as
the 4.5-million-pound shuttle stack
climbed through a period of maximum
stresses, and a seal leak between two
segments of the booster rocket that caus-
ed a sideways thrust and put additional
structural loads on the ship.
A major focus of the investigation has
been the possibility that a leak between
segments of the right booster allowed a
plume of flame to spurt toward
Challenger's liquid fuel tank, either
side to cause the explosion.
The presidential commission in-
vestigating the Jan. 28 accident met in
secret session Monday to discuss an in-
ternal memorandum last July warning
officials of the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration that shuttle flight
safety was "being compromised by
potential failure" of booster seals.
8 ways to get a man
to ask you out
1. When he mentions "The Bears,"
know they're from Chicago.
2. Seem unimpressed when he tells
you he scored a hat trick in the third period.
3. Take his word for it when he tells
you that 1984 was a very good year for
Chardonnays.
4. Laugh at his jokes, even when he
forgets the punch lines.
5. Avoid, at all costs, letting him see
you reapply your lipstick.
6. Order something more exotic than
a white wine spritzer.
7. Compliment him on his taste
In colors, even if he arrives in jeans and
a T-shirt.
8. Tell him you'd ask him up for
a Suisse Mocha, but you only do that on
second dates.
Celebrate the moments of your life
with General Foods* International Coffees. •
Your favorite flavors available at
University of Maine Orono
Bookstore
Free elections
promised
in Haiti
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti (AP) —
The head of the interim government .
pledged Monday to share wealth fair-
ly in Haiti, whose people were ground
into poverty during three decades that
made the Duvaliers and thei&friends
fabulously rich.
Lt. Gen. Henri Namphy, president
of the six-man interim government
council, said at swearing-in
ceremonies for the new Cabinet that
there will be free elections by univer-
sal suffrage and a new, "liberal" con-,
stitution to create a "real and work-
ing democracy." He did not set a
date for the elections or elaborate on
the new constitution.
The remarks by Namphy, who is
the army chief of staff, followed a
weekend orgy of celebration and
violence. Haitians rioted, sacked
homes owned by the departed dic-
tator anclhis lieutenants, and hunted
down members of the dreaded
Duvalier private militia, the Tonton
Macoute.
As many as 300 people were killed
over the weekend, including members
'fa the Tonton Macoute who were
lhacked and beaten to death.
!`Macoute hunts." as they were
called here, have been conducted in
-poor neighborhoods by army patrols
with civilian guides. Soldiers with
automatic weapons moved through
lows of hovels kicking aside chickens
and scrawny dogs.
Residents pointed out the homes or
hiding places of suspected militiamen,.
shouting: "Long live the army! Down
with Macoutes!" Reporters watched
as a mob just outside the capital ston-
ed one of the men to death Sunday
in a dirt street.
owesivirawie 7/41.ela
Happy Valentines Day
Remember our sweetheart on
Valentines Da.v
with flowers from
Cunningham's FloristApe
Roses start at S14.99 doz.
Carnations $7.99 doz.
We have many other nice gift
suggestions
458 Stillwater Ave.Old Town
827-7721
PLEASE CALL AHEAD
SOPHOMORES 
Now is the time to
apply- f6r -The Air
Force ROTC 2
year program.
Call today
(Captain Suarez
581-1381
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Nuclear waste site hearing draws vast interest
NAPLES, Maine (AP) — Nearly
3,000 kople overflowed the Lake Region
High School auditorium Monday night
to hear federal energy officials explain
how they chose a section of western
Maine as a potential nuclear waste dump
site.
Sen. George J. Mitchell, Gov. Joseph
E. Brennan, and state Sen. Judy Kany
were among those who posed questions
to representatives of the Department of
energy before a packed audience. Many
people had to sit in classrooms and listen
to the DOE briefing on monitors.
Why did the federal government ig-
nore the fact that Sebago Lake is a ma-
jor water supply for the most populated
area in Maine? officials wanted to know.
How did the government intend to
transport highly radioactive waste
through the most populated area of the
state? And how would having a dump
in western Maine affect the tourist
business, the state's second-largest
industry.
"No one would place a toxic waste site
in a recreational area. No one would
even put a landfill there," said Mit-
GENERA' ALUMNI ASSOCiATiON, 1986
DISTINGUISHED
MAINE
PROFESSOR 
AWARdEd TO A fAculTI MEMbER who IS
OUTSTANdiNq IN TEAChIN,CONCERN fOR
udENTS, ANd schOtAnship...
chell. The idea of putting a nuclear waste
dump there strikes me and almost all
Maine people as incredible."
Maine has been given a mere three
months to respond to a subject —
nuclear waste storage — that could af-
fect the state for more than 10,000 years,
Brennan said Monday.
In remarks prior to the hearing, he
said the state would "press its case
forcefully on every front" to prevent a
repository from being built in the state.
"It is outrageous to think that we can
adequately review a highly technical
document on such a serious and impor-
tant matter in less than 13 weeks."
Brennan said. "It is even more
outrageous to think that the average
citizen could possibly become informed
in such a short time. "
This Summer Spend
Six Weeks in England
July 18 - August 30, 1986
Learn
$2,000 AWARD
SEEECTION Witrbt mAdr by A COMMITTEE
Of STUdENTS REpRESENTINCI EACh Of ThE
7 collEcics AT UMO. All STUdENTS ARE
Eliciiblf TO NOMINATE CANd IdATES.
Make—your rroinations at: -
DINING COMMONS, DINNER HOURS
MEMORIAL UNION, 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
UNIVERSITY CENTER, BANGOR
NomiNATioNs-- FEbnuARy 11, 1986
a0000000000000000000000000000z
ATTENTION
• SOPHOMORES
0 Governor James B. Longley Scholarship g
Applications are now being accepted for the Governor 8
O James B. Longley Annual Scholarship. You must be .0
C> • enrolled full-time at the University of Maine at Orono 0
c3, or University College Campus, have completed the g
O Financial Aid Form (FAF) for 1985-86, be a Maine 0
C) native, and have an overall gradepoint average of 2.8 000, or better. In addition, the following personal qualities (2'
4' will be considered: persistence, determination, unwill- 0
• ingness to quit, a respect for the rights of others, 0
c unselfishness, and compassion. 0
J , Applications are available at the Office of Student Aid
O in Wingate Hall. The final date rof applying is March
{:} •1 1986
0
c00000000000000000000000000000
College of Continuing Education
University of Rhode Island
and lbw- Live in Bath, England & [din-
borough, Scotland and study
English History and Literature while earning 6 under-
graduate credits (non-credit by special arrangement).
Explore England and Scotland with many side trips.
The price of $2600 includes round trip Boston-
London air fart, all accommodations, all tours &
other chargeia-c7e is limited. Deadline: April 15,
1986.
for details contact: trot. Jordan Melter
Dept. of Engtish University of Rhode !stand —011U
Kingston, R.I. 02881 (401) 792-5931 or 4687
dtn an_v... in
Summer 1986
 1/4
Our three-year and
two-year scholarship won't
make college easier.
Just easier to pay for.
Even if you didn't start college
on a scholarship, you—could
finish on one. Army ROTC
Scholarships pay for full tuition
and allowances for educational
fees and textbooks. Along with
up to $1000 a year. Get all the
facts.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
Call 581-1125
Deadline for 2 yr. scholarship is February 28
Deadline for 3-yr. scholarship is April 15
ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS
•1
•
10 The Daily Maine Campus. Tuesday, February II, 1986.
Sports
Black Bears can't hold on, lose to Canisius, 58-52
by Kevin Dietrich
Staff Writer
On paper it looked like just another
defeat at the hands of an ECAC North
Atlantic Conference opponent.
But the University of Maine men's
basketball team's loss to Canisius Col-
lege Monday was much More then the
58-52 margin might suggest.
++•••••-•-4+++++++++++4;+44++++++++++++++++++++ • +++++4•4•4•44+4++++++++++++++
The Black Bears played the Golden
Griffins tough throughout the entire
contest, no small feat considering that
Canisius had an 11-game winning streak
going in and had not lost at the Koessler
Athletic Center in 23 games.
With the loss, Maine's season mark
falls to 4-16 overall and 3-11 in the NAC.
We can see that life is a cycling phenomenon which
occurs in many forms within a single system.
Nothing stands alone - no individual, species, or com--
_munity; no raindrop, snow crystal, cloud or-stream; no
mountain and no sea - for in a cycle each thing in one
way or another is connected with everything else.
A
Student 
Spiritual Retreat
 
 on —
Relationships
Topics Covered: Who am I?, Relating to God, Relating to Others,
Christian Sexualtiy, Keeping the Spirit Alive, and others...
Sponsor—the Newman Center
Feb. 14 -81 15.11 interested call 866-2155
The Golden Griffins move to 18-4
overall and 12-2 in the NAC in what is
their best start in school history.
The Black Bears led for much of the
contest, using strong rebounding and po-
tent shooting to keep Canisius at bay.
But the Golden Griffin's deep bench
eventually proved too much as they over-
took Maine midway through the second
half.
As the final frame began the Black
Bears were able to build upon a 30-27
halftime lead and at one point moved
out in front by as much as six:
Things began to crumble for Maine
though as Canisius began to take advan-
tage of Black Bears miscues.
Grady Minick started the Golden
Griffin comeback by driving the length
of the court and dunking to bring
Canisius within four at 39-35.
Jeff Holmes, who tallied II points on
—the evening, reSponclia with an outside
jump shot, but Chris Heinold, who led
scorers with 18, again brought the
olden Griffins within four with a fade-
away jumper from the outside.
On the ensuing possession, Maine
guard Jim Boylen threw the ball out of
bounds and Canisius responded with
Eyal Yaffe connecting from the outside.
Lamont Gilbert then tied the game up
at 41-41 with a layup off an offensive
rebound.
The two squads traded baskets for the
next five minutes before the Golden
Griffins pulled ahead for good on Tim
Harvey's only basket of the game. Nick
Macarchuk made it 51-47 with just under
five minutes to go in the game when he
converted from the top of the key.
Maine lost the ball on their next
possession when Holmes committed a
backcourt violation by throwing the ball
back over the halfcourt line. Canisius
took advantage again, this time on a
Derrjck Russell tip in.
The Black Bears refused to give up.
Chip Bunker registered two of his even-
ing's eight points with an inside hook
shot and Rich Henry grabbed an offen-
sive-rebound and put it through the hoop
to cut the Golden Griffin margin to
53-51.
That was it for the Maine scoring
though, as the Black Bear attack simp-
ly ran out of gas during the final two
minutes. With the exception of a Mike
Bittermann free throw, the Black Bears
'iTere kept off the board the rest of the
way.
Minick finished the game off with a
pair of free throws and a driving layup
at the buzzer.
For Our Student Government...
Ate. ‘f4 VI
Thursday, Feb. 13th
JOE BALDACCI
AND
PAULA ASHTON
New Leadership to Open the Doors And Let the Students In.
On Feb. 13th you must decide whether you want new leadership or politics-as-usual. Your vote can make
a difference. So bring a friend to the polls and get UMO moving forward again. Vote for New Leadership That Can
•Buitd Student Government that is open, above board and
respon-sive to concerns-of "dIT stiZents.
"Take on everyday student _issues-like the lack of parking
space. high prices at the B6-5k Annex..Land the need fo
.greater student financial assistance.
"-Represent and fight for student needs to the administration.
Joe
'Provide fair, proportional representation for fraternities on
Studebt Senale.
'Greater, vigorous support for student activities and clubs to
open new doors of participation and involvement.
'More representation for women on student committees.
'Address issue of violence on campus, and the lack of
lighting
And Most Importantly, Student Government Must
Work for All of Us, Not Just a Select Few.
Baldacci - 942-4949
Off Campus Students Vote in Memorial Union
On Campus Students in Dining Commons
Elections - Thursday February 13
If you would like more information or would like
to help out, please call:
Paula Ashton - 581-4837 Ed Hansen - 581-4771 &in Forsgren - 581-4932
336 Knox Hall 66 Hancock Hall 213 Cumberland Hall
•
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Boston teams dominating N.E. college hockey
The Associated Press — Boston Col-
lege, Northeastern, andBoston Univi-
sity have secured the home-ice advantage
in the Hockey East playoffs and con-
tinue to scuffle for the regular season
title.
In the ECAC, Harvard appears
unstoppable, but Cornell and Yale are
creating some excitement at the top. •
After beating Harvard 4-2 in the
Beanpot tournament, BC beat New
Hampshire 5-2 to improve its league
record to 17-9-1.
The Eagles share first place in Hockey
East with Northestern, which is 17-10-1
but both have 35 points in the standings.
Northeastern lost to BU 8-5 in the Bean-
pot but beat Providence 4-1 in a league
game.
The Huskies have a destructive offen-
sive attack that features three 20-goal
scorers among the top six forwards.
Senior center Jay Heinbuck, who fired
10 shots on Providence goalie Chris Ter-
reri in the third period, leads the league
with 25 goals and 35assists.
BU (16-10-2) is just a point behind the
leaders, with a key series this weekend
at Maine.
The Terriers are getting improved goal
scoring from players who were slow to
emerge. A big line recently has been that
of Paul Gerlitz with Paul Marshall and
Chris Matchett, all senirs.
Providence lost its eighth in a row
when it dropped a 3-2 decision to Maine
Sunday. The Friars are in fourth place
at 9-20-1 and now occupy the last home-
ice spot for the playoffs, but Maine is
starting to apply some upward pressure
because Providence and Lowell have fail-
ed to gain ground.
In its last three outings, fifth-place
Lowell (6-22-2) lost to Maine 6-2 and BU
8-5, and tied UNH 4-4. Sixth-place
Maine, meanwhile, won two straight and
now stands 6-20-1 one point behind
Lowell.
In the ECAC, Harvard lost to BC 4-2
in the Beanpot tourney, but a 4-2 victory
over Princeton left the Crimson with a
13-2 league record, with games this week
against Northeastern (Beanpot), Cornell
and Colgate.
RPI managed to retain second place,
but just barely, after a weekend split. The
Engineers (11-4-I) beat Brown 9-5 but got
a taste of their own medicine when Yale
drubbed them 10-3 the next night.
And even against Brown, RPI was
outshot 46-37.
Yale (11-5) received the strong defen-
sive effort it was depending on to snap
a six-game losing skid as it beat Vermont
2-1. Sophomore defenseman Rob Baseg-
gio scored the game-winner early in the
final period.
And Yale's win over RPI moved the Eli
to within a half-game of the second-
place Engineers.
Yale's Bob Kudelski, the ECAC co-
Player of the Week, scored three goals
and one assist against RPI. He shared
the weekly honor with Cornell's Joe
Nieuwendyk, who helped his team win
two. Nieuwendyk scored a goal and four
assists in a 7-4 win over St. Lawrence and
two goals in a 4-2 victory over Clarkson.
Wing Peter Natyshak, another. of Cor-
nell's numerous talented forwards,
scored three and assisted on two others
in the St. Lawrence game.
Fifth-place Clarkson (8-5-3) manag-
ed a split, beating Colgate 7-3 before los-
ing to Cornell.
Colgate's young defense was manifest
when it gave up 15 goals in two nights,
losing to Clarkson 7-3 and St. Lawrence
8-4. The Red Raiders slipped to 7-7-1.
No. 7 Vermont ended seven con-
secutive losses by edging Brown 2-1. St.
Lawrence saw its winning,streak end but
started another with the win over Col-
gate. Sophomore center Pete Lappin and
senior right wing Todd Petkovich scored
three each.
Stubborn Princeton could clinch the
final, eighth playoff spot. The ninth-
place Tigers lost to Harvard but beat
Dartmouth 4-1 to stand 6-8-1.
St. Louis Cardinals  hire
 
new football coach
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Gene Stallings, a
disciplinarian and protege of coaching
legends Paul "Bear" Bryant and Tom
Landry, was named Monday to succeed
Jim Hanifan-as coach-of-the-St. Louis 
Cardinals.
"I'm sorry Coach Bryant couldn't be
here," Stallings said at a news con-
ference where he was introduced by team
owner William V. Bidwill. "I know
somewhere he's smiling."
The appointment of Stallings, an
assistant to Landry with the Dallas
Cowboys and a former head coach at
Texas A&M, ended Bidwill's arduous
search for a coach. Hanifan and his
assistants were fired just 15 minutes after
the Cardinals lost the final game of the 
Sports transactions
BASEBALL
American League
CALIFORNIA ANGELS — Signed
Rufino Linaes, outfielder.
TEXAS RANGERS — Signed Greg
Harris, pitcher.
National League
CINCINNATI REDS — Signed Ted
Power, pitcher, to a one-year contract.
FOOTBALL
National Football League
BUFFALO BILLS — Announced the
resignation of Montiriffin, linebacker
coach.
CHICAGO BEARS — Named Dave
McGinnis assistant coach.
PHILADELPHIA EAGLES — Named
Wade Phillips defensive coordinator.
AIM HIGH
FORMULATE
YOUR FUTURE
Engineering and science
students, the Mr Force needs
you Your degree plus Air Force
ROTC equals a commission as
an Air Force officer. You'll
really use your degree and
work at the forefront of
technology Find out about our
success formula and Air Force
ROTC scholarships. Contact:
Cairairi—Silarez
581-1381
AIR FORCE 
ROTC
•Ga.teway to a orlat way of fife
r
?985 NFL season to the Washington
Redskins Dec. 21.
It also filled the last vacant NFL_ _
coaching job. 
- -
The 1985-Cardinals posted a disap-
pointing 5-11 record after being picked
by some experts to win the NFC East.
Critics contended that, although
Hanifan was well-liked by his players, he
did not impose the discipline needed to
win and make the playoffs.
Stallings agreed with descriptions of
himself as tough, but added that he also
can be compassionate.
"There's nothing wrong in liking your
players," Stallings said. "I've got a job
to do and that is to make Mr. Bidwill
glad that he hired me."
Bidwill said he was glad the hunt was
over.
"lesbeen a long search and I've talk-
ed to a lot of fine football coaches and
 fine men," Bidwill said in introducing
_Stallings. "But you have to stop and
make a judgment. And I think I've pick-
ed the best man for the job."
The 50-year-old Stallings, a native of
Paris, Texas, became the Cardinals' ninth
head coach since the team moved here
from Chicago in 1960. Bidwill confirtn-
ed that he gave Stallings a four-year con-
tract, but he declined to disclose finan-
cial terms.
Stallings has spent the past 14 years
coaching the Dallas Cowboys defensive
backfield. He has been praised for his
ability to take free agents and low-round
draft picks and shape them into top-
notch players. •
Stallings has spent all but seven years
of—his—post-high- school football—life—
under Bryant and Landry. -4. ,
Stallings was an All-Southwest con-
ference receiver at Texas A&M under
Bryant and a captain of Bryant's
undefeated 1956 team. He spent one
season as an assistant to Bryant at Texas
A&M and then accompanied him to the
University of Alabama in 1958. ,
. Stallings returned to Texas A&M as
head coach in 1965, and guided the Ag-
gies to the Cotton Bowl in 1967, the on-
ly winning season he had at Texas A&M.
Stallings was fired after the 1971 season,
RESUME
PUBLIC SERVICE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
BACKGROUND:
CORPORATE
OBJECTIVE:
PHILOSOPHY:
LOCATION:
MAJOR
OPPORTUNITIES:
CONTACT:
Public Service of New Hampshire is the largest electric utility in the state of
New Hampshire. PSNH distributes and sells electricity at retail in 200 cities
and towns and also sells electricity at wholesale to six other utilities in New
England.
The Company's primary focus is providing safe, reliable and inexpensive elec-
tric service throughout New Hampshire.
PSNH is committed to its employees. This commitment is reflected in our ex-
cellent employee benefits program, including health, dental and vision care
benefits, as well as disability and life insurance. We also provide 85% tuition
reimbursement.
With the Company headquartered in Manchester. New Hampshire, our
employees enjoy easy access to Boston's cultural events, as well as the White
Mountain resort areas to the North. New Hampshire's many lakes and beaches
provide residents with excellent recreational spots. In addition, there is no
state income tax or sales tax in New Hampshire.
Currently. PSNH is offering excellent opportunities in the following areas:
Engineering: In Distribution, Systems Planning and Protection,
Communications, and Operations and Maintenance in power plants.
Sigrrup at your Placement Office ilowt6 meet with us on campus February
12.
A COMMITTEE) EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER. WHIM'
•
vigennt.-. ...••••••••w...
, . . .
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NBA All-Star game
K.C. Jones' strategy helped East to victory
DALLAS (AP) — Strategy usually
plays a small part of All-Star games in
any sport. Coaches tend to let the players
display their talent the best way they can.
But Sunday's NBA All-Star clash at
Dallas proved to be an exception as
Eastern Conference Coach K.C. Jones
found a winning combination with one
center, three forwards and Detroit guard
Isiah Thomas.
With center Moses Malone of
Philadelphia, Boston forwards Larry
Bird and Kevin McHale, forward Buck
Williams of New Jersey and Thomas on
the floor together with less than four
minutes left, the East trailed 128-121.
"We tried to get a mismatch wherever
we could," Jones said. "We let Isiah
bring the ball up and find the open man.
When we were down with three minutes
to go, I thought it was over. But we got
great efforts from Moses and Buck, and
I liked the effort by Mr. Thomas,
too.,,
The one-guard East offense outscored
the West 18-4 down the stretch to win the
36th NBA All-Star Most Valuable Player
award, had 10 assists and scored 12 of
his 30 points in the fourth quarter, in-
cluding four free throws during an 8-0
spurt that put the East in front to stay.
In addition to Thomas, the other four
East players on the floor at the end were
the team's biggest contributors.
Malone scored seven of his 16 points
in the final period and added 13
rebounds. -
Bird had 23 points and seven steals,
Williams 13 points and seven rebounds
and McHale eight points and 10
reboundS.
"Moses got some key rebounds, Buck
had a big tip-in (with 58 seconds left to
make it 135-132), and Bird was Bird,"
Thomas said. "I think we were pretty
strong at the end with four big guys on
the floor. Bird is interchangeable. He
handles the ball so well."
"Considering the talent we had on this
roster, I was a little surprised to be used
as much as 1 was," said Williams,
who played 20 minutes. "1 was especial-
ly surprised to be there late in the
game."
The close game was a fitting climax
to a momentous weekend that saw
5-foot-7 Spud Webb of the Atlanta
Hawks, the smallest player in the NBA,
win Saturday's slam-dunk championship
with three perfect scores in the final
round. That came after Bird won the
firstzever three-point shooting cham-
pionship by hitting 18 of 25 long-
distance shots in the finals.
"This was one of the best All-Star
games ever," said West guard Earvin,
"Magic" Johnson of the Los Angeles
Lakers, who dazzled a sellout crowd of
16,573 with 15 assists, many of them on
blind passes.
Dallas establishes itself as basketball town
DALLAS (AP) -- The first National
Basketball Association All-Star weekend
to take place in Texas has convinced
NBA players and officials that the state
where football is king is learning to ap-
preciate their sport.
"The people in Dallas have become
knowledgeable basketball fans, said
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar after the East's
139-132 victory over the West at Reunion
Arena. "They have come a long ways in
 a few years."
-r-
The NBA awarded the game to the ex-
pansion Dallas Mavericks in only their
sixth season in the league, the first tinte-----and slam-dunk contests-drew a jammed
the All-Stars had come to Texas. house.
The older Houston Rockets and San
Antonio Spurs have yet to host the game.
"This is a sophisticated city and the
fans this weekend got a chance to see the
sites, " Abdul-Jabbar said. "This was a
g npport u • ; • • • •
more than any other sport. It is the na-
tional sport. "
Reunion Arena had successive sellouts
of 16,573 fans on both days of the-Att---
Star extravaganza.
On Saturday, the Old-Timers Game,
the long distance three-point shootout.
The Slam-Dunk day tickets were pric-
ed at $5 but scalpers were asking as
much as $20. One scalper even tried to
sell one to Commissioner David Stern.
On Sunday, the All-Starganle-litUts
37.50 each. Scalpels weie selling
some for $50 and up.
Mavericks officials made sure the
NBA visitors got a taste of Texas. There
were armadillo races and a real live
Brahman bull in the ballroom at asoun-
try and western party Friday bight.
On saturday night, Texas legend Willie
Nelson sang some of his classics, in-
cluding "Blue Eyes Cryin' in the Rain"
and "On the Road Again" for a packed
Convention Center crowd.
"It was a great weekend," said Los
Angeles Lakers Coach Pat Riley, who
coached the West All-Stars. "I do not
t1iiii anyone can say they si • • enjoy
it. Dallas is a first-class city. And the
Mavericks are a first-class organiza-
tion."
Stern said-that on a scale of 10 he
would give Dallas an 11.
"How are we going to top this?" he
asked.
ELECTION DAY - THURSDAY FEB 13th
INFORMATION 
Voting Hours
• 11 - 1 & 4 - 6 in all commons
• 9 - 6:30 iii Memorial Union
• 11 - 1:30 at University College Union
Absentee voting in Student Government Office
from 8:30- 3:30
To vote on election day you must use
Vote On
'student i.d. card
• Student Government President & Vice-President
• IDB President & Vice
-President
• Mandatory Recreation Fee
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